INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to describe the Adherence Order of w x B = B-orbits on a reductive algebraic monoid. By the results of 10 there is already a perfect analogue of the Bruhat decomposition for reductive w x monoids. Indeed, by 10, Corollary 5.8 , if M is reductive with unit group G and maximal torus T : G with Borel subgroup B = T, then the set of two sided B-orbits, B R MrB is canonically identified with a certain finite Ž . inverse monoid R R. In fact, R R s N T rT, the orbit monoid of the Zariski
In the case of reductive groups, a similar order relation was first studied w x by Chevalley. Since then Tits 13 developed the notion of a ''BN pair'' or ''Tits system'' which provided the abstract framework for much subsequent Ž work in group theory including complete homogeneous spaces and Schuw x. bert varieties 2 . Furthermore, the much studied KL-polynomials are w x quantified in terms of the Bruhat᎐Chevalley order on W 3 .
For reductive monoids one would like to describe the Adherence Order on R R in terms of the Bruhat order on W along with some other necessary invariant. This other invariant turns out to be the I I-order. For n = n Ž . Ž . matrices, A G B in the I I-order, if rank A G rank B . Furthermore, each element of R R can be expressed uniquely in standard form s xey y1 , where e g ⌳ the cross section lattice, and x, y g W are appropriately Ž . restricted see Corollary 1.5 for details . Our main result is the following: In Section 2 we analyze further the Adherence Order. To do this, we introduce the j order on R R. Indeed, we define This determines the Adherence Order in terms of the two simpler Ž . relations. The relation of a is not encountered in group theory but is Ž . easily analysed via Theorem 2.7. The relation of b is described in more Ž Ž . detail in Definition 2.9 and Theorem 2.11. For M k it implies that n i . and have the same nonzero rows and columns. It is similar to the iq1 situation encountered in the study of the Bruhat᎐Chevalley order on a w x Coxeter group 4, Chap. 5 .
In Section 3 we apply the general results of Sections 1 and 2 to the Ž . monoid M k of n = n matrices. In this example, R R s R R can be n n identified with the finite monoid of zero-one matrices with at most one nonzero entry in each row or column. These are sometimes referred to as partial permutation matrices. We use the results of Section 1 or 2 to find a purely combinatorial description of the Adherence Order on R R .
n In Section 4 we discuss a natural length function on R R. Here we continue our policy of determining all ''monoid quantities'' in terms of ''⌳-quantities'' and ''W-quantities.'' For example, if s xey y1 g R R is in standard form we define the length of by l s l x q l e y l y , Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . where l x , l y are the lengths of x and y as elements of the Coxeter Ž . Ž Ž . . group W, S l e is defined in Section 4 . We show in Section 2 that length is subadditive, namely l F l q l .
Ž .
Ž . Ž .
In the final section of the paper we pursue some further properties of the Adherence Order. While the results of this section could benefit from some further refinements, we include them for future reference.
THE ADHERENCE ORDER
Let M be a reductive algebraic monoid with maximal torus T and Borel 2 Ž . Ä < 4 Ä Ž .< 4 subgroup B = T. E T s e g T e s e . Let ⌳ s e g E T Be : eB be w a cross section lattice, and let R R s N T rT. Recall from 10, Corollary Ž . G x 5.8 that R R can be canonically identified with the set of two sided B-orbits on M. For , g R R we define
It is easy to verify that F determines a partial order on R R. The main result of this section describes this order relation in terms of
Ž .
i the I I-order on M
ii the Adherence Order on W.
Ž . The I I-order on M has been determined explicitly in much detail by the second and third named authors for a large class of reductive monoids w x 8 . The Adherence Order on W is the much studied Bruhat᎐Chevalley order.
Before stating our main result we recall some relevant background information. Let G be a reductive group with T : B : G as usual. Let One can streamline the theorem somewhat as follows.
It is easy to check that each element g WeW, with e g ⌳, can be written uniquely as
Ž .
e
We call this the standard form for .
Ž . EXAMPLE. Let M s M k , and let T be the group of diagonal invert- Coincidently, the same example shows that
It is interesting to notice that g R R F 1 s g R R 4 Ä Ž . < 4 gB can be identified with a subset of x, y g W = W x F y . Indeed, write s xey y1 in standard form. Then by Lemma 2.3 below x F y. One might hope for an interesting relationship with Kazhdan᎐Lusztig polynomials. Indeed, the KL-polynomials are indexed by ordered pairs in W. There is already some connection between KL-polynomials and the Bruhat w x decomposition established by the second named author 7 .
THE j-ORDER ON R R

DEFINITION. Let r, s g R R.
We say r F s if BrB : BsB. j One checks easily that F is a partial order on R R.
j
The major purpose of this section is to find a description of F entirely j Ž . within R R see Theorem 2.7 below . Along the way, we shall need to establish several other important results about F and F .
Ž . We use this to help prove Theorems 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 below. 
THEOREM. If r g R R and x g W then rBx
Proof. Write r s xey y1 in standard form. Then by Theorem 2.4 we If r , r g R R, then by Theorem 2. r F r and r F r . But r , r g R R and so r , r g R R . The next theorem will get us closer to the major result of this section. Ž . Ž . Bruhat Interchange for M k will be discussed systematically in n . Section 3.
In this section we illustrate our theory for the reductive monoid M k n of n = n matrices. In this example, the symmetric inverse semigroup R R s R R can be identified with the set of n = n zero-one monomial n matrices. Our approach in this section is to identify and interpret the main Ž . Ž . results of Section 2 especially Theorem 2.11 as they apply to M k . To n help focus the reader, we consider the following question: Is there a purely combinatorial description for the Adherence Order on R R ? n Ž . 3.1. THEOREM. Let E be the n = n matrix a such that
Ž . Ž . To properly illustrate Theorem 2.11 in the situation of R R it remains to n Ž . describe concretely the notion of a Bruhat Interchange Definition 2.9 . We begin our description with the rank two case. Conversely, assume i -k and j ) l or i ) k and j -l. But then the same argument, as above, shows that C -A. . an elementary matrix and suppose C s E q иии qE q E q
ŽŽ . Then E F E if and only if i
Ž . Ž .
Proof. Assume A F C. Notice that s s rank A and t s rank C .Ä 4 Ä 4 since S s E , E , S s E , E ,
THEOREM. Let A, C g R R be such that A s E q E and C s
n i j k l Ž E q E . Then A -C if and only if i -k, j -l or i ) k, j ) l.i j i j i j 1 1 ky1 ky1 l k Ž E q иии qE q E q E q иии qE so C is obtained from i j i j i j j j i j k q1 k q1 l y1 l y1 k l lq1 lq1 s s .
A by interchanging two nonzero rows . Relabel the two interchanged matrices E and E . Then A -C if and only if i
Conversely, if i ) k and j -l, or i -k and j ) l then the above argument shows that C -A.
Notice that the situation above describes exactly the case where a Bruhat Interchange occurs between A and C.
Combining Definition 2.9 and Theorems 2.11 and 3.5 we obtain the following description of the Adherence Order on R R . Now let E g S be the elementary matrix with the maximum column
is column decreasing. Also F Ј F since E has larger column . some ⑀ by a smaller number
Proof. We simply interpret each case of Theorem 3.7.
Ž . Case 3.7 a . This says that is obtained from by setting some Ž . nonzero entry in as a matrix to zero. This is included in Theorem Ž . 3.8 a .
Ž . Case 3.7 b . First assume that and have the same nonzero rows. So, as we saw in the proof of Theorem 3.7, the matrix is obtained from the matrix by moving a ''one'' to the right. This is included in Theorem Ž . 3.8 b . If and have the same columns then is obtained from by Ž . moving a ''one'' upward. This is included in Theorem 3.8 a .
Ž .
Ž . Case 3.7 c . This is easily seen as the special case of Theorem 3.8 b where both ⑀ and ⑀ are nonzero. Ž . Ž .
SUBADDITIVITY OF LENGTH
In this section we consider a natural length on R R, extending the much studied length function on W, the Weyl group. In keeping with our point of view in this paper, we shall define this length function in terms of the length function on W and a notion of length for the elements of ⌳. This appears to be a natural generalization of length function considered by w x Ž . Solomon 12 for M s M ‫ކ‬ , where R R can be identified with the symmetn q ric inverse semigroup on n letters. There is also a topologicalrgeometric definition for this length function. Indeed, one can define
where g WxW is the unique element such that B s B. This is w x discussed in some detail by the third named author in 11 . Our main result in this section proves that the length function is subadditive. Ž . Ž . 
² :
Ž . Ž . Thus, by 2 and 4 , Ž . Ž . y1 y1 Ž . ha x bh s hea x bfh s h. But then by 3 , a x bgW h , and so
Furthermore,
Ž . Ž . By 8 and 10 
by Corollary 4.3
Proof. Write s xey y1 and s¨ft y1 in standard form with e, f g ⌳. Ž . n = n matrices, x G y in the I I-order if rank x G rank y . For the elements of R R , it is easy to find s from s without finding s , 
